Jandy® Pro Series by ZODIAC®

LXi™ POOL & SPA HEATER

Ecological, Economical Pool & Spa Heating
Heaters that pay for themselves through greater energy efficiency

Integrating the most advanced features—from superior hydraulic design, to technologically—innovative control systems.

► Ecological and Economical
   Jandy Pro Series LXi heaters exceed environmental standards for Low NOx emissions. Lower emissions mean you can enjoy your pool with confidence.
   • High efficiency C-Fin heat exchanger to lower operating costs.
   • Highest efficiency rating in the industry to keep heating costs low.
   • Low NOx, fan-assisted combustion and hot surface ignition systems for maximum performance in all weather conditions.

► The Next Generation in Heating Technology
   Providing the ultimate in convenience with the LXi’s control panel’s remote mounting feature.
   • Features a backlit display and simplified menu for ease of operation.
   • Built-in one-touch automation makes pool-to-spa switching simple.
   • Communicates with the AquaLink®RS family of controls.

► Additional Heating Technology Features
   • Lightweight polymer headers
   • NN and PN models include cupro-nickel tubes
   • NC and PC models include copper tubes, bronze headers and ASME® Certified rating
   • NS and PS models are cupro-nickel and bronze ASME Certified
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